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146Students recognize the importance and benefits of asking for help when 
facing a problem or stressful situation. Students commit to encourage 
individuals they know who may be in need to ask for help and to respond 
effectively using strategies from formal and informal peer counseling 
models. 

LEARN TO LEAN

CONNECTING TO OTHERS:

Students consider the importance of everyone’s personal “crew” or 
team of advocates and supporters in helping students’ current and 
future success. Students are challenged to not only examine who are 
their crew members but also the effectiveness of each. Students 
continue to build on the concept of “personal crews,” by recognizing 
what crews they’re members of and how they can do more to advocate 
and support those individuals. 98OUR CREWS

Students examine the importance of listening and practice one-on-one 
active listening skills that demonstrate how “It only takes a moment” 
to be there for others. 128JUST LISTEN

Students uncover the myriad of sources that can influence students in 
negative and positive ways through group discussion and a small and 
large group collage project. Students personally express appreciation to 
those who have positively influenced them while also committing to 
make their influence on others something even more positive than it is 
today. 114INFLUENCE
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208 Students increase their awareness and knowledge of mental illness and 
mental health issues as they examine society’s difficulties in dealing 
with those suffering from such personal challenges. Students examine 
known best practices for maintaining mental health, and are then 
challenged, as activists, to plan and take individual and collective action 
to effect positive change through a #mentalhealth / #justlisten 
awareness campaign.

#MENTALHEALTH

CONNECTING TO COMMUNITY:

Students examine what “joy” is, the obstacles to experiencing “joy” in 
our culture today, and the role “joy” plays in encouraging greater health 
and happiness on the part of all people, including the students 
themselves and those with whom they attend school. Students are 
challenged to execute a guerilla or grassroots joy campaign to foster 
happiness and joy on their campus.164 SPREAD JOY

Students examine the negativity commonly spread through mass media, 
social media, and ever-evolving social norms. Students conduct 
research using their own social media feeds on how this occurs in their 
own social or broader circle’s communication and behavior. Students 
develop and track counter-measures that include posting positive and 
constructive posts and responses in social media or during normal 
in-person interactions.194 FLIP THE SCRIPT

Students examine issues of loneliness, bullying, “being different” and 
exclusion, and the benefits of and need for empathy, respect and 
positive action in creating a more inclusive culture. Using spoken word 
poetry, students express the emotions, challenges and solutions 
involved in creating more and better connections between people and 
especially for those who may be marginalized on campus or in society.180
CREATE
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NOTE TO EDUCATOR 

Dear Educator, 

Chances are if you’re reading this, you’re an educator who has a deep level of concern for our youth 
and how they’re thriving, or more importantly, how they may NOT be thriving. We are right there with 
you. 

We also probably agree that students, teachers, parents, schools and communities are concerned 
for students’ mental health but are seeking “quick-fix” solutions that do not offer a comprehensive 
approach that provides time for deeper understanding and practical, everyday application. How can 
we, as a society and members of the education community, address student depression, pressure to 
perform, violence and bullying, alcohol and drug abuse, and our broader societal discourse? Well, 
we think it starts with an authentic conversation that develops further understanding and ultimately 
places students at the forefront to discover the power they possess to alter their life and the life of 
others in positive ways. We believe wholeheartedly that this approach will turn the tide on the 
current state of awareness and activism for our youth’s mental health needs. What if your students, 
with your support, and the support of your school and the greater community, were the force that 
changed this for all of us? 

That’s where you, we, and this curriculum come in. We have an opportunity, every day, to empower 
students and others by helping them understand some of the most basic and fundamental truths 
that contribute to mental health and wellness, personal stability and growth, optimism and advocacy 
and ultimately activism.  

Your students, families, communities and everyone at Listen LP and Every Monday Matters, Inc. 
appreciate you for being a part of this mission. Get ready to do some amazing, life- and world-
changing work. 

Sincerely, 

The teams at Listen LP and Every Monday Matters, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This overview is designed to quickly introduce you to the following: 

• Background – how and why this curriculum was created
• Standards – how the curriculum supports the Four C’s and Social Emotional Learning
• Structure – how the curriculum and lesson plans are designed to work
• Curriculum Guide Reference – information that aids in understanding the common terms

and symbols used throughout the curriculum

A BRIEF HISTORY 

The Listen Curriculum and Film is a collaboration between two organizations who care for our 
students’ happiness and success.  

Writer, director, producer and co-founder of Listen LP, Erahm Christopher, has spent over a decade 
working with youth all over the US, Canada and Europe. He has personally reached nearly one 
million youth through speaking engagements and trainings and over eight million people with the 
TEEN TRUTH film series he wrote, produced and directed. He has created award winning films and 
educational programing for non-profits, corporations, pro athletes, schools and the federal 
government. Simply put, Erahm focuses on producing content that can shift perception and change 
behavior towards relevant critical issues. He felt that a Hollywood movie would be the best vehicle 
to surface students’ and adults’ concerns and experiences related to the most common mental 
health challenges trending in our middle and high schools today. We’ve all experienced empathy for 
compelling characters and stories that tug at our heart-strings; however, a powerful cinematic story 
can also highlight the clear and present dangers of trying to deal with our current youth’s issues with 
traditional or reactive measures. Erahm decided to draw upon his ten years of experience working in 
schools around the North America to draft a screenplay that would illustrate what could happen 
when students, parents, educators or administrators choose not to “listen” to how they impact each 
other. Erahm partnered with Hollywood producer, Brooke Dooley, to turn his script into a film. In a 
little over a year, the collaboration led to Listen, a compelling feature film that would elevate not just 
the on-going mental health conversation, but actually forge the path to innovate on what it will take 
to reach students, families, educators, administrators and community members before any of them 
have to experience an “it’s too late” moment. 

While Erahm and Brooke believed in the power of their film but they needed to understand how it 
truly impacted an audience. They ended up screening the film with over 25,000 people across the 
U.S. and Canada, and collected pre and post data from over 2,500 students and hundreds of 
educators.  The data clearly illustrated that film sparked a powerful dialogue in every social, 
economic and demographically diverse school community across North America.  The film opened 
an opportunity to bridge social divides, but Erahm and Brooke realized that sustainable change 
required a more comprehensive method as opposed to the common “one-and-done” approach. 
They both realized that if they could spark the discussion, engaged educators could help students 
discover, explore and apply key concepts and lessons that link directly to students’ social and 
emotional health and well-being.  It was time to create a new type of educational tool that utilizes 
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scenes from a proven relevant film to serve as the catalyst for a bespoke curriculum that addresses 
critical mental health issues.  Enter, stage left, Every Monday Matters, Inc. 

Every Monday Matters, Inc. (EMM) is a not-for-profit dedicated to helping all individuals, especially 
students, connect to how much and why they matter and how they can act on this understanding 
through self- and social responsibility to create a better world not only for themselves, but for each 
other, their communities and the world, one Monday at a time. EMM’s K-12, no-cost, You MatterTM 
Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) program aids in students’ development in the areas of personal 
agency and resiliency, the importance of building and maintaining constructive relationships, while 
also growing as active members of our communities who can literally be and act with the future in 
mind. EMM experienced a similar reception for its newest version of the You MatterTM curriculum and 
has seen its reach grow exponentially, from just 100 to over 3,000 educators nationwide, with an 
estimated 800,000+ students enrolled in the program, in just 2 years. 

When Listen LP asked if EMM could lend its unique mission and curriculum content and strategies 
to the Listen project, EMM jumped at the chance. It wasn’t hard to figure out how our two 
organizations could join forces for good to see if we could be “that” solution that could truly make 
the sort of impact both organizations have had a history in trying to make for years. 

This Listen Curriculum Package and Film represent a combined 30+ years working for and with 
students and families, as and with educators, administrators and community leaders. In addition, we
have incorporated student, educator and administrator feedback from across North America on the film's 
and curriculum's content, proper treatment of subject matter and the lessons' design. It is truly an honor 
to know that you have selected this course of action as a proactive measure to aid our students and 
society at large in making the changes we all want to see happen. 

So, welcome to this mission and on a journey we hope will change and save lives, all while forging a 
new path to raising awareness and making lasting and sustainable change. It will be through our 
mutual dedication and hard work that we’ll bring all of what we hope for our students, families, local 
communities, and the world to bear. 

Oh, and while we’re at it, we just want to stop and say to you, “Thank you.” You are a true champion, 
and by taking the lead on this, you are truly deserving of our own and so many others’ thanks. We 
know you may not always get recognized to the degree that you should. Please know, we do very 
much appreciate all that you are doing and will continue to do to help our youth and society at large 
succeed.  

COMMITTED TO GROWTH 

It is our shared commitment to ensure that our entire curriculum is aligned with standard education 
best practices and proven models and learning methodologies.  By doing so, we can contribute to 
developing well-rounded students, while also offering additional opportunities for growth in key skill 
and development areas.  After consulting with educators, program administrators and principals, it 
was agreed that this curriculum should primarily focus on the accepted 4 Core Competencies 
(Four C’s) and the Social and Emotional Learning Model (SEL) developed and later refined by Casel 
(2010). 
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THE FOUR CORE COMPETENCIES (THE FOUR C’S) 

Born out of the 21st Century Skills Movement, the National Education Association (NEA) conducted 
an in-depth study to determine the skills students will need in order to succeed in school and future 
workplaces. The initial work produced a battery of 18 skills which were the basis for academic 
standards and outcomes, assessments, etc. Over time, the feedback from educators was it was too 
much. So NEA worked with several education organizations to prioritize the skills which resulted in a 
set of four skills (Four C’s) by which the 21st Century Skills became better known as. 

Skill Description Importance of 
Critical 
Thinking 

• Reason Effectively
− Use various types of reasoning (inductive,

deductive, etc.) as appropriate to the situation
• Use Systems Thinking

− Analyze how parts of a whole interact with
each other to produce overall outcomes in
complex systems

• Make Judgments and Decisions
− Effectively analyze and evaluate evidence,

arguments, claims, and beliefs
− Analyze and evaluate major alternative points of

view
− Synthesize and make connections between

information and arguments
− Interpret information and draw conclusions

based on the best analysis
− Reflect critically on learning experiences and

processes
• Solve Problems

− Solve different kinds of unfamiliar problems in
both conventional and innovative ways

− Identify and ask significant questions that
clarify various points of view and lead to better
solutions

The link between critical 
thinking and education is 
obvious: one can’t learn well 
without thinking well. Critical 
thinking contributes to career 
success, but also to success in 
higher education. 

Communication • Communicate Clearly
− Articulate thoughts and ideas effectively using

oral, written, and nonverbal communication
skills in a variety of forms and contexts

− Listen effectively to decipher meaning,
including knowledge, values, attitudes, and
intentions

− Use communication for a range of purposes
(e.g. to inform, instruct, motivate, and
persuade)

− Use multiple media and technologies, and
know how to assess impact and their
effectiveness

− Communicate effectively in diverse
environments (including multilingual and
multicultural)

Students must be able to 
effectively analyze and process 
the overwhelming amount of 
communication in their lives 
today. Which information 
sources are accurate? Which 
ones are not? How can they 
be used or leveraged 
effectively? The power of 
modern media and the ubiquity 
of communication technologies 
in all aspects of life make 
teaching strong 
communication skills even 
more important.  

Collaboration • Collaborate with Others
− Demonstrate ability to work effectively and

respectfully with diverse teams
− Exercise flexibility and willingness to be helpful

Generally, collaboration has 
been accepted as a skill that’s 
essential to achieve meaningful 
and effective results. In the 
past decade, however, it has 
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in making necessary compromises to 
accomplish a common goal 

− Assume shared responsibility for collaborative
work, and value the individual contributions
made by each team member

become increasingly clear that 
collaboration is not only 
important but necessary for 
students and employees, due 
to globalization and the rise of 
technology. 

Creativity • Think Creatively
− Use a wide range of idea creation techniques

(such as brainstorming)
− Create new and worthwhile ideas (both

incremental and radical concepts)
− Elaborate, refine, analyze, and evaluate original

ideas to improve and maximize creative efforts
• Work Creatively with Others

− Develop, implement, and communicate new
ideas to others effectively

− Be open and responsive to new and diverse
perspectives; incorporate group input and
feedback into the work

− Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in
work and understand the real world limits to
adopting new ideas

− View failure as an opportunity to learn;
understand that creativity and innovation are
part of a long-term, cyclical process of small
successes and frequent mistakes

• Implement Innovation
− Act on creative ideas to make a tangible and

useful contribution to the field in which the
innovation will occur

If students leave school 
without knowing how to 
continuously create and 
innovate, they will be 
underprepared for the 
challenges of society and the 
workforce. In today’s world of 
global competition and task 
automation, innovative capacity 
and a creative spirit are fast 
becoming requirements for 
personal and professional 
success. 

Learn more: http://www.nea.org/assets/docs/A-Guide-to-Four-Cs.pdf 
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL) 

SEL sets the stage for children (and adults) to acquire the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary 
to understand and manage emotions. Students can improve their performance in school, and 
personally, since they are better equipped to navigate the demands for self-management, 
constructive relationships, and remaining in touch with the human side of ourselves as shown 
through empathy and making socially responsible choices. Effective social and emotional programs 
can start as early as pre-school and continue through high school and beyond. 

It has been shown that through an extended program that includes social-emotional learning 
components that many issues students experience such as drug use, violence, bullying, and 
dropping out of school can, in many cases, be prevented or reduced. 

The Social Emotional Core Competencies include: 

Self-awareness The ability to accurately recognize one’s own emotions, thoughts, and values 
and how they influence behavior. The ability to accurately assess one’s 
strengths and limitations, with a well-grounded sense of confidence, 
optimism, and a “growth mindset.” 

• Identifying emotions
• Accurate self-perception
• Recognizing strengths
• Self-confidence
• Self-efficacy
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Self-management The ability to successfully regulate one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in 
different situations — effectively managing stress, controlling impulses, and 
motivating oneself. The ability to set and work toward personal and academic 
goals. 

• Impulse control 
• Stress management 
• Self-discipline 
• Self-motivation 
• Goal-setting 
• Organizational skills 

Social awareness The ability to take the perspective of and empathize with others, including 
those from diverse backgrounds and cultures. The ability to understand social 
and ethical norms for behavior and to recognize family, school, and 
community resources and supports. 

• Perspective-taking 
• Empathy 
• Appreciating diversity 
• Respect for others 

Relationship skills The ability to establish and maintain healthy and rewarding relationships with 
diverse individuals and groups. The ability to communicate clearly, listen well, 
cooperate with others, resist inappropriate social pressure, negotiate conflict 
constructively, and seek and offer help when needed. 

• Communication 
• Social engagement 
• Relationship-building 
• Teamwork 

Responsible decision 
making 

The ability to make constructive choices about personal behavior and social 
interactions based on ethical standards, safety concerns, and social norms. 
The realistic evaluation of consequences of various actions, and a 
consideration of the well-being of oneself and others. 

• Identifying problems 
• Analyzing situations 
• Solving problems 
• Evaluating 
• Reflecting 
• Ethical responsibility 

 

Learn more: http://www.casel.org/core-competencies/ 
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CURRICULUM STRUCTURE AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SEQUENCING 

Sequencing the film and curriculum is designed to be extremely flexible. However, it is 
recommended that educators consider completing the curriculum activities BEFORE showing the 
film to students. Each activity includes a clip from the film that helps students gain familiarity with the 
characters while exploring very specific content and scenarios linked to mental health crisis, illness 
and most importantly, well-being. If one were to show the film prior to the curriculum, it may lose 
some engagement or willingness to look beyond to individual and group solutions due to some 
students’ bias that things “don’t necessarily work out” in the film. 

For those interested, a culminating activity will be made available in Spring 2018, to those educators 
who complete the curriculum. This supplement can be used as a companion or follow-on activity to 
the students’ or community’s film’s viewing in its entirety. 

The Listen Curriculum is divided into three sections:  

• Connecting to Self – Helping students explore and build their self-esteem and confidence 
while identifying and taking action on personal opportunities for improved self-care and 
support  

• Connecting to Others – Aiding students in recognizing not only the value of constructive 
relationships in their own lives, but what it takes to build, contribute and maintain critical 
relationships with others  

• Connecting to Community – Expanding students’ awareness of others and their individual 
and shared responsibility in showing compassion, taking active involvement in the 
betterment of the lives of others while striving to improve their immediate and broader 
communities’ climate and outcomes 

It is important to note that neither the sections nor activities are “sequential.” It is advised 
that educators select and sequence curriculum based on their goals for using this program, what is 
being done within their current program, their students’ level of maturity, skill, familiarity and comfort 
with one another, and even the educator’s own confidence in terms of leading these types of 
activities. 

If possible, team teaching may be an excellent method for “breaking in” a lesson or two for the first 
time so one educator can lead, while the other observes. Best practices and further insights on how 
to get the most from the activities can build from there. 

From the initial feedback we received on the curriculum, it was clear that this sort of subject matter 
and the types of activities are not something educators or students are very used to doing in class. 
Therefore, we would advise starting in subject matter and sections that may be easier for students 
to participate in because the topics and types of activity are not quite as “personal” or “sensitive” as 
others. 

For simple team experiences and in an effort to develop an overall sense of how this curriculum 
applies to personal and shared experiences, we might suggest starting with the Influence 
(Connecting to Others) or Our Crews (Connecting to Community) activities. Then perhaps moving 
into slightly more personal subject matter related to personal and shared mental wellness with such 
topics as Breathe (Connecting to Self) or Learn to Lean (Connecting to Others). 
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As students start to engage with the characters and stories featured in the film and activities, they 
will also start to engage more with each other and on more sensitive topics. However, this is 
something that has to build gradually and will only develop with consistent and continual exposure. 

IMPORTANT: It is not uncommon that when broaching this type of subject matter with students, that 
students may disclose personal or known campus issues in the course of class discussions or they 
may communicate these issues to you directly outside of the classroom. As concerning and possibly 
uncomfortable as these situations may be, it is extremely important that students be able to surface 
such information knowing it can be addressed in a healthy, proactive and highly respectful manner. 
Most importantly, this is not something any educator can or should manage alone. It is critical that 
educators and their school administrators, and if appropriate, health and law enforcement 
professionals, coordinate on proper responses if and when these cases do occur. Please be sure to 
review the established guidelines for reporting and form a strong team process and consensus as to 
the best ways you will serve students and their families, while protecting students and any others 
involved from retaliation and/or harm. 

On a similar note, we would like to reiterate this disclosure about this curriculum: 

Information in this curriculum book is NOT intended as medical advice, or for use as diagnosis or 
treatment of a health problem, or as a substitute for consulting a licensed medical professional. The 
contents and information in this curriculum book are for informational use only and are not intended 
to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.  Always seek the advice of 
your physician or other qualified health provider for medical conditions.  Never disregard 
professional medical advice or delay in seeking it because of something you read in this curriculum 
book.   

 

ACTIVITY FORMAT AND FLOW 

In general, each activity is designed for a 60-minute end-to-end runtime, with the understanding that 
the time typically allocated for this type of curriculum is very limited. We also know students’ 
attention spans are ever-shortening, so it can work against the effectiveness of the lesson to drag 
out discussions or activities too long as to cause the loss of student interest. 

However, it is encouraged that with positive experiences and continual exposure, educators and 
students will want to expand on discussions and ideas, enjoy more time in hands-on activities and 
invest in thorough, follow-up assignments for optimal results. It just will depend on how and what 
each program and educator can plan into their current schedules and goals. 
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The format of any activity is consistent regardless of the section in which they belong. 

On the first page, you are provided: 

High-‐level	  description	  
of	  the	  activity.	  

Lesson	  Title	  

List	  of	  activity	  supplies	  
including	  quantities.	  

Online	  video	  segment	  
used	  during	  lesson.	  

Supplemental	  reading	  
on	  the	  relevance	  of	  
the	  topic.	  

High-level description of the 
activity. 

Lesson Title 

List of activity supplies 
including quantities. 

Online video segment used 
during lesson. 

Supplemental reading on the 
relevance of the topic.  
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On page 2 of every lesson, a set of :”general goals” and “measurable” options are offered as 
possible “starting points” for incorporating into existing course objectives. Note: Scoring rubrics are 
not provided at this time since the curriculum is expected to serve several grade levels. 

 

  

Each Lesson follows a similar set of steps to take students from discovery to application to personal 
and/or group reflection. The following provides a simple outline for lesson flow: 

• Introduction: Used to break the ice on the topic. Select a few questions to get the 
conversation started from the students’ viewpoints. Can be conducted in large or small 
groups, trios or pairs, or in the rare instance, individually. 

• Explore the Topic: Typically, a combination of short lecture, film clip viewing and 
discussion. Sets the stage for the hands-on activity. 

• Hands-on Activity: Educator lays the ground, provides instructions and then, gets out of 
the way. Designed as student-driven, fast-paced, and “personalized.” Allows for some light 
debrief of the experience but more so acts as the spark of energy to move students to taking 
it to the next level through an Action Plan and/or Follow-up application activities. In some 
cases, hands-on activities may include several short or part 1, part 2-type segments. 

• Action Plan: Students are challenged to apply what they have discussed, explored and 
discovered but on a more personal level. It assumes homework or class time for completion. 

Suggested	  options	  for	  
measuring	  activity	  
participation,	  
application	  and	  
comprehension.	  

General	  goals	  for	  the	  
lesson.	  It	  is	  expected	  
specific	  goals	  are	  
dictated	  at	  
class/school	  level.	  
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Time for Action plans may vary. Action plans may be modified or changed to match the 
students’ course objectives.  

• Take It Forward: This is a supplemental resource that provides educators and students 
options to take the topic and application to the next level.  Take It Forward assignments may 
be modified or changed to match the students’ course objectives. Take It Forward activities 
require additional class and outside work time in all cases, and may also require coordination 
with other campus or local resources. 

• Personal Reflection Writing Assignment: This is a supplemental resource that provides 
educators and students the opportunity to reflect on the topic, activities, observations, etc. 
as they relate to students. Reflective writing has been shown to aid in the internalizing of 
subject matter and experiences and is often used in conjunction with SEL as a means for 
developing further insights and confidence regarding self- and social responsibility. 
Supplemental reflective writing questions may be used as writing prompts and/or homework 
writing assignments. In all cases, encourage students’ self-expression and/or demonstration 
of one’s grasp of a particular issue, solution, insights, etc. even if their views may be 
considered unconventional. 

Please check the times estimated on all lesson activity segments. They do vary from lesson to 
lesson.  

Since it is likely you will want to expand these segments to get the full benefit of them, consider that 
any one lesson can expand easily to two, four and up to eight hours, if supplemental activities are 
also included in the overall lesson plan. 

ICONS 

The following icons are used throughout lesson to aid in navigation while facilitating. 

	   	   	  
	  

	   	   	  

Questions / Student 
Discussion Short Lecture Video Segment / Queue 

Video Handout Required 
Internet Access 

Required 
 

Wrap Up 
 

 

     
 

Individual Acitvity Pairs Activity Trio Activity Small Group Activity 
 

Large Group Activity 
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PARTING NOTES 

Our goal is to create curriculum that is engaging, challenging, fun and puts students in charge of 
their own learning. But we also carefully consider the educator too in everything we produce. We 
appreciate the long hours you put in and the preparation involved with leading students in learning, 
every day, of every school week. We have tried to develop activities that will be simple and 
effective, and that will deliver on our mutual goals of empowering our students to be change agents 
for themselves, each other and in their schools and communities. Let’s see if we can’t put them in 
the driver’s seat and see how much they can truly contribute when given the opportunities and 
resources to do so.  

We are in the transformation business. We are the ones who can lift our students up and show we 
believe in them. We are the ones who can help them go beyond what they thought was possible 
and to overcome adversity whether it’s coming from inside or outside forces. So again, we hope we 
have made this curriculum something you look forward to using for years to come and it does do 
everything we all hope it does. 

Questions? Do we want feedback? Yes, indeed. Bring it all on. Please email us with questions or 
suggestions: listen@everymondaymatters.com 







connecting to others
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Students discover the importance and benefits of listening to one another. Students practice the 

art of active listening and encourage others to share more of themselves through conversation.

One copy of “TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO,” “LISTENING PRO SELF-RATING,” 

“LISTENING PRO COACHING,” and “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” handouts for each student; 

Pens or pencils; A method for keeping time in minutes.

Estimated Prep Time: 20 minutes

Please prepare to share Just Listen, Lesson 7, Clip 1, by logging into:

https://vimeopro.com/user37621949/listencurriculum/video/195833458

- The password to access the clips was included in your LISTEN Curriculum Package

- Note:  Please contact listen@everymondaymatters.org to request the password.  Passwords are resent within

  3 business days

To learn more about the focus of this activity:

•   Folkman, Joseph. Zenger, Jack. “What Great Listeners Actually Do.” Harvard Business Review, Harvard Business Publishing, 14, Jul. 2016, 

 https://hbr.org/2016/07/what-great-listeners-actually-do

•   Fitzpatrick, Vince. “Effective Communication Leads to Understanding.” Sans Technology Institute, The Sans Institute, 26 Apr. 2010, 

 https://www.sans.edu/cyber-research/management-laboratory/article/fitzpatrick-mgt421

•   Amaro, Marie. “The Importance of Listening.” The Highly Effective Teacher, The Highly Effective Teacher, 

 http://thehighlyeffectiveteacher.com/the-importance-of-listening/

JUST LISTEN

CONNECTING 
TO OTHERS

Powered by
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 LESSON GOALS            

• Identify the obstacles to and benefits of listening more than people typically do to  

 one another

• Practice the art of active listening

• Practice methods for encouraging others to share more of themselves through   

 conversation

Students discover the importance and benefits of listening to one another. Students practice the 

art of active listening and encourage others to share more of themselves through conversation.

One copy of “TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO,” “LISTENING PRO SELF-RATING,” 

“LISTENING PRO COACHING,” and “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” handouts for each student; 

Pens or pencils; A method for keeping time in minutes.

Estimated Prep Time: 20 minutes

Please prepare to share Just Listen, Lesson 7, Clip 1, by logging into:

https://vimeopro.com/user37621949/listencurriculum/video/195833458

- The password to access the clips was included in your LISTEN Curriculum Package

- Note:  Please contact listen@everymondaymatters.org to request the password.  Passwords are resent within

  3 business days

To learn more about the focus of this activity:

 MEASUREMENT OPTIONS:                                                                         
  

•  Identification of the requirements and benefits of active listening

•  Actively listen to someone speak and completion of a personal rating worksheet  

 to determine listening strengths and areas for improvement

•  Completion of a rating worksheet on a peer for the purposes of coaching his or  

 her active listening performance

•  Creation and execution of a personal action plan for rating personal performance  

 when listening in three separate conversations

•  Plan and host a listening event (See Take It Forward Supplemental Activity - 

 Option 1 or 2)

•  Group presentation on listening event (See Take It Forward Supplemental Activity  

 - Option 1 or 2)

•  Personal Reflection Written Assignment (See Personal Reflection Written 

 Assignment Supplemental Activity)
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 INTRODUCTION (5 MIN.)                                                                                      
  
  ASK A COUPLE OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO WARM-UP STUDENTS ON THIS ACTIVITY’S   
  FOCUS: 

• The root of the word “listening” is “paying attention.” Do you agree or disagree  

 with the following statement: “Listening is a dying art”?

• Can you think of anyone who is an especially good “LISTENER”? Why do you 

 consider that person a good “LISTENER”?

• How does it make you feel when someone “JUST LISTENS” to you with their full  

 attention?

• What are the benefits of being a good “LISTENER”?

• How does it make others feel when you “JUST LISTEN” to them with your full 

 attention?

• Do you think most of us have some room for improvement when it comes to being  

 good “LISTENERS”? Why do you think that?

• What can get in the way of “JUST LISTENING” to each other in your experience?

• How has the way we “LISTEN” or DON’T “LISTEN” changed with advances in 

 communication technology?

• How much time do you spend in face-to-face conversation? Text conversations?  

 Snap Chat conversations? 

• How well do you think people REALLY “LISTEN” when using technology or in 

 social media? Why do you think that’s the case these days?

• Which is the source of deepest conversation or connection? Face-to-face, text, or  

 Snap Chat?

• What are some things you know we could do a better job of when it comes to   

 “JUST LISTENING” to each other, student-to-student, student-to-adult, adult-to- 

 adult? 

 EXPLORE THE TOPIC (15 MIN.)                                                                    
 
  REFER TO LISTEN, THE FILM.  (2 MIN.)

• Explain: 

− In so many situations we see individuals are speaking but no one is “LISTENING”

− “LISTENING” is one of the best ways to show someone that we think what they have to say 

 is “relevant”

− It also shows that they’re valued and that what they have to say is important

− Just imagine the last time you were sharing something important, and the response was,   

 “What? I wasn’t LISTENING,” or, that person didn’t even bother to look up from their phone to  

 “JUST LISTEN”

− When someone doesn’t bother to “LISTEN” closely, it can make the person speaking feel   

 ignored or like they don’t matter

− On the flip side, when someone is an “ACTIVE LISTENER” and “LISTENING” closely, to 

 everything you’re saying, you feel truly seen and heard

− Today, we’re going to zero in on the skills it takes to be excellent “LISTENERS” 
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• Ask: 

− Do you think the majority of people are good or bad “LISTENERS”? Why do you think that?

− How often do you feel like people don’t really “LISTEN,” but instead are just waiting for you to  

 finish so they can talk?

− Have you been guilty of talking way more than “LISTENING”? 

− When was the last time someone made you feel really seen and heard?

− What made the person a good “LISTENER”?

− Is “LISTENING” all in the ears, or, do good “LISTENERS” use all of their senses to “LISTEN” as  

 well? How does that work?

− Do you think we could become better as a class at being good “LISTENERS?”

 

  SHOW THE FILM CLIP AND DISCUSS OBSERVATIONS. (5 MIN.):

• Introduce the film clip:

− We’re going to watch an example of an individual who wants to be heard but she’s in a 

 conversation where the other person is just not “LISTENING”

• Give students the option to take notes on what it looks like when you’re not 

 listening to someone or ways that “NON-LISTENER” could have done a better job  

 “LISTENING”

•  Play Clip 1 from Just Listen, Lesson 7, after logging into:

 https://vimeopro.com/user37621949/listencurriculum/video/195833458

-  The password to access the clips was included in your LISTEN Curriculum Package

  AFTER THE FILM CLIP IS OVER, ASK STUDENTS TO SHARE THEIR OBSERVATIONS USING THE   
  FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. ACCEPT SIMPLE ANSWERS AND KEEP THE CONVERSATION MOVING.

• Ask:

− What behaviors did Summer’s mom use that showed she clearly wasn’t “LISTENING” to   

 Summer?

− How do you think Summer felt when her mom took the phone call while she was talking

  to her?

− Summer’s mom was taking a business call during dinner. Do you think it was reasonable for 

 her to take the call because it was important for her job? Why do you think that?

− Why do you think Summer got up and walked away? Do you think she was justified in doing  

 so? Why or why not?

− Replay the moment. What behaviors and actions could Summer’s mom have chosen to show  

 she  was actively “LISTENING” to Summer when they were talking?

− How does it feel when you repeat yourself and the person you are speaking to doesn’t hear  

 what you are saying or does the opposite of what you want?

− What could Summer have done to make sure her mom would “JUST LISTEN” to her?

− Why is it important to focus and “JUST LISTEN” to each other?

− What might happen if you feel like you are constantly being ignored?

− How does NOT “LISTENING” to those you care about affect your relationships?

− Do you think it matters that you “LISTEN” more than you speak? Why or why not?

• Explain:

− Summer appeared to be frustrated that her mom wasn’t listening to her or did the opposite of  

 what she asked
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− Summer’s mom was distracted with her work phone call and didn’t “LISTEN” to Summer’s   

 needs or wants with her full attention

− Of course, there can be a time and place for each type of conversation

− But certainly, taking a minute to “JUST LISTEN,” and that means really “LISTENING,” can be a  

 game changer for all of us

− During those important conversations, there should be no distractions such as cellphones 

 or TVs

− “LISTENING” closely helps us to connect with those whom we spend time with

− To be there for those we care about and depend on requires that we show up and consider 

 everything they share with us as relevant. This is even true when we don’t think what the other  

 person is sharing is important or a big deal

− Paying attention and focusing, “JUST LISTENING” to fully understand what the people in   

 our lives are thinking, feeling, needing, etc. is truly important to our relationships and everyone’s  

 well-being

• Thank students for their observations and insights

  

  SELECT ONE OR TWO QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW FOR STUDENTS TO DISCUSS IN TRIOS   
  OR PAIRS. (3 MIN.)

• Why are honest, meaningful conversations so important to our relationships?

• What role does “JUST LISTENING” play in conversations?

• What gets in the way of “JUST LISTENING” to each other in our day-to-day 

 interactions?

• What are some critical success factors to “JUST LISTENING”?

• What is the difference between “LISTENING” and “ACTIVE LISTENING”?

 BE A GOOD LISTENER (32 MINUTES.)        
 
  SET-UP THE ACTIVITY (3 MIN.):

• Explain:

– The good news about “LISTENING,” is that it’s a skill that can be learned and practiced

– Just like athletes or top debaters practice becoming professionals or “pro’s” using their skills,  

 we can practice becoming “LISTENING PRO’S”

– In this activity, we’ll explore what “ACTIVE LISTENING” looks like and why it’s so important

– When we “JUST LISTEN” to each other, we all benefit

- STEPHEN R. COVEY

MOST PEOPLE DO NOT LISTEN 
WITH THE INTENT TO UNDER-
STAND; THEY LISTEN WITH THE 
INTENT TO REPLY.
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• Outline the activity at a high-level:

− We’ll begin by looking at some “TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO” and maybe even  

 adding a few of our own tips

− After we look at those tips for being “LISTENING PRO’S,” we’ll have an opportunity to 

 “LISTEN” to someone speak

− This will allow us to identify areas where we have “LISTENING” strengths, and areas where we  

 might improve our “LISTENING” skills

− This will give us all an opportunity to practice our “LISTENING” skills in a friendly environment  

 so we can all become stronger “LISTENING PRO’S”

  START PART 1 OF THE ACTIVITY – TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO (3 MIN.):
• Distribute one “TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO” handout to each 

 student

• Walk through the handout and ask for some examples of each “LISTENING” skill  

 listed on the handout (or provide examples if necessary)

• Explain:

− There are some simple guidelines you can follow to be a “PRO” at “LISTENING”

− Being a good “LISTENER” isn’t only about not being distracted while someone is speaking to  

 you — it also involves being ENGAGED with the speaker through “ACTIVE LISTENING”

− “ACTIVE LISTENING” consists of using verbal (words) and non-verbal ques (body language),  

 paraphrasing and summarizing parts of what is being said to let the speaker know they’re   

 being heard (repeating in your own words), and even asking clarifying questions to draw the  

 other person out even further

− Really what it comes down to is “LISTENING” to others the way YOU would want to be 

 “LISTENED TO”

− Also, the word “ACTIVE” is often used because even though being quiet and “JUST 

 LISTENING” may seem like a “passive” thing to do, it takes more than that – it takes focus  

 using all of our senses

− Looking at this list, you can see that maintaining eye contact, minimizing distractions and not  

 judging or interrupting are some of the things we can do to be “LISTENING PRO’S”

• Have participants fill in any other “TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO” they  

 can think of in the blank spaces of the handout

− Encourage students to reflect upon their own positive experiences of when someone they   

 spoke to really “LISTENED” to them and made them feel appreciated, heard and respected

  START PART 2 OF THE ACTIVITY – LISTENING PRO PRACTICE. (12 MINUTES):
• Distribute one “LISTENING PRO SELF-RATING” handout to each student

• Organize the students into pairs to practice being “LISTENING PRO’S” 

• Explain:

− Now I want you to take a few minutes and practice your “ACTIVE LISTENING” skills so you can  

 become a better “LISTENING PRO”

− Pro athletes and debaters often watch themselves on film to analyze their performance and  

 identify ways they can improve
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− That’s what you’ll be able to do with the “LISTENING PRO SELF-RATING” handout. This is an  

 opportunity to analyze your performance as a “LISTENER” and identify your strengths and   

 areas where you might improve

− Now, this requires us to have something to also talk about when our partners are practicing  

 their “LISTENING” skills

− You will each take turns telling your partner three things you want to do in your lifetime and  

 why you want to do those things so badly. You may not make it through all three and 

 that’s okay

− When you’re the “LISTENER,” look over your “RATING” handout and think about everything  

 listed on this handout and then focus on practicing these skills as you are “LISTENING” to your  

 partner while they talk

− After you’ve both had a chance to speak and “LISTEN,” you’ll have an opportunity to rate 

 yourselves as “LISTENERS” to see where you can improve

• Make sure everyone is clear on how they will take turns sharing and “LISTENING”

• Start the first round, give students 3 minutes to tell their three things, while their  

 partner “ACTIVELY LISTENS”

• Keep time on the first partner’s turn by calling out “Partner 1 start sharing,” “1 

 minute is up,” “2 minutes are up,” etc.

• When time is up for round one, ask partners to switch roles and start timing again.  

 Let them know how they are doing on time 

• After both students have shared their three things, ask students to take 2-3 

 minutes, using the “LISTENING PRO SELF-RATING” handout, to rate their own  

 performance as a “LISTENER”

• After 3 minutes, lead a discussion about the activity

• Ask:

− How did you think you did as the “LISTENER”?

− How did it feel to “LISTEN” with greater focus?

− What “ACTIVE LISTENING” skills did you use?

− What skill did you rate yourself the highest in?

− What skill needs improvement?

− When you shared, did you feel like your partner was “ACTIVELY LISTENING”?

− How did it make you feel when your partner was “ACTIVELY LISTENING”?

− What did your partner do well?

− What role does asking good questions and paraphrasing play in really “LISTENING” to 

 someone?

− Do you agree “LISTENING” is an “art”? Why or why not? 
 
  START PART 3 OF THE ACTIVITY – LISTENING PRO COACHING (15 MIN.):

• Have students continue working in their same pairs

• Distribute one “LISTENING PRO COACHING” handout to each student

• Explain:

− Pro athletes and debaters use their coaches to gather feedback about their performance as a  

 key strategy to boost their overall effectiveness

− Sometimes it’s easier for others to see where our strengths are and where we can improve

− A coach provides feedback and guidance and helps a person improve
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− Sometimes a coach can offer suggestions that are just small tweaks or adjustments that make  

 a BIG difference

− In other situations, coaches can show a “PRO” how it’s done using different techniques

− Now you’ll have the opportunity to “COACH” your partner on his or her “ACTIVE LISTENING”  

 skills

− Now you get to share a little more on a new topic when acting as the “speakers/coaches” 

− You will share your response to these questions: If you could talk to anyone in history, who   

 would it be and why? What would you want to ask and/or learn from this person that you think  

 could help you now?

• Ask students to look over the “LISTENING PRO COACHING” handout and review  

 the rating scale

• Ask students, to think about everything listed on this handout and be prepared to  

 rate your partner’s “ACTIVE LISTENING SKILLS” 

• Give students 3 minutes to share their responses to the questions, and then switch

• Keep time on each partner’s turn by calling out “Partner 1 start sharing,” “1 minute  

 is up,” “2 minutes are up,” “3 minutes are up” “Switch. Now Partner 2 start sharing,”  

 “1 minute is up,” etc. 

• After both students have shared their thoughts, give students 2-3 minutes to use  

 the “LISTENING PRO COACHING” handout to rate their partner’s performance of  

 being an “ACTIVE LISTENER”

• After 3 minutes, allow the pairs 2 minutes to review their ratings with each other,  

 quickly working through their “PRO COACHING” notes 

• Encourage students to offer each other tips or examples of techniques, if possible  

 in those areas that could help their partners improve

• After the pairs have shared their ratings with each other, discuss their experiences  

 as a large group

• Ask:

− How did it feel to “LISTEN” knowing that your performance was being rated? Will this help you  

 think about your “ACTIVELY LISTENING” in the future?

− Was it difficult to “JUST LISTEN” without giving advice or interrupting?

− Were there any of you that rated yourselves high in an area only to find out your partner rated  

 you a little bit lower? Who is the best judge as to whether we are good at “LISTENING” or not?

− Did you improve from areas where you rated yourself lower in the first part of the activity? How  

 did you focus more on “ACTIVELY LISTENING” by doing a little more in those skill areas?

− Why is it important to “ACTIVELY LISTEN” to each other? How can students help each other by  

 “JUST LISTENING” with greater skill?

− What suggestions can you offer the adults in your lives when it comes to “JUST LISTENING”  

 and “ACTIVELY LISTENING”?

− What can you do more of to “ACTIVELY LISTEN” more to the adults in your lives?

− Can you think of a situation this week where your improved “LISTENING” skills will come 

 in handy?
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 ACTION PLAN (10 MIN.)                                                                           

  ALLOW STUDENTS TO DEVELOP A PERSONAL ACTION PLAN USING THE INSIGHTS THEY HAVE   
  GAINED FROM THIS LESSON AND ACTIVITY. (10 MIN.)

• Ask:

− What were the biggest take-aways from thinking about “JUST LISTENING,” and how we can  

 “ACTIVELY LISTEN” to each other in spite of all of the distractions going on in our worlds?

− What can you do to bring all of your “LISTENING” skills ratings up to a “5”?

− How do you think your relationships will improve if you become a better “LISTENER”?

− How can you change a life by “JUST LISTENING” with greater focus and attention?

− How will your improved “ACTIVE LISTENING” skills change the way others feel about you as a  

 “LISTENER” and your conversations?

• Distribute a “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” handout to each student

• Ask students to fill out the plan for three deep conversations they will have with  

 people they care about and/or those they feel need to be “JUST LISTENED” to

• Students will use the “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” to define who they will 

 “LISTEN” to, when they will “LISTEN” to them and possible topics to help engage  

 those individuals

• IMPORTANT: Warn students that they should be prepared for the unexpected, such  

 as someone sharing something very personal, a potential safety issue, and/or   

 information that may indicate a possible law violation. 

 Help students consider the importance of confidentiality and any school-

 requirements for reporting any safety or law-violations that would need to be 

 reported by students should these topics come up while listening

• After the students have the conversation, they should rate themselves to 

 determine how well they “ACTIVELY LISTENED,” possible areas for improvement,  

 and reflect on the overall experience of “JUST LISTENING” with greater focus 

 and attention
 
 

- ZENO OF CITIUM

WE HAVE TWO EARS AND ONE 
MOUTH, SO WE SHOULD LISTEN 
MORE THAN WE SAY.
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  WRAP UP. (2 MIN.)
• Thank students for exploring “JUST LISTEN” and the challenges that lie in being  

 good “LISTENERS”

• Remind the class that together, they can help each other “JUST LISTEN” and 

 support each other by hearing what others have to say

• Over the next few weeks, check in with students to see if they can share their 

 stories about:

− How they have become more “ACTIVE LISTENERS” 

− Specific examples of when they have consciously chosen to use specific “ACTIVE LISTENING”  

 skills

− How “JUST LISTENING” has affected their communication with others

− The differences they have experienced between a conversation with an “ACTIVE LISTENER”  

 and a passive “LISTENER”

− How “ACTIVE LISTENING” has directly helped in strengthening their relationships and/or   

 resulted in someone being heard that needed help in working through their problems, 

 a crisis, etc.

 ACTION PLAN (10 MIN.)                                                                           

  ALLOW STUDENTS TO DEVELOP A PERSONAL ACTION PLAN USING THE INSIGHTS THEY HAVE   
  GAINED FROM THIS LESSON AND ACTIVITY. (10 MIN.)

• Ask:

− What were the biggest take-aways from thinking about “JUST LISTENING,” and how we can  

 “ACTIVELY LISTEN” to each other in spite of all of the distractions going on in our worlds?

− What can you do to bring all of your “LISTENING” skills ratings up to a “5”?

− How do you think your relationships will improve if you become a better “LISTENER”?

− How can you change a life by “JUST LISTENING” with greater focus and attention?

− How will your improved “ACTIVE LISTENING” skills change the way others feel about you as a  

 “LISTENER” and your conversations?

• Distribute a “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” handout to each student

• Ask students to fill out the plan for three deep conversations they will have with  

 people they care about and/or those they feel need to be “JUST LISTENED” to

• Students will use the “JUST LISTEN ACTION PLAN” to define who they will 

 “LISTEN” to, when they will “LISTEN” to them and possible topics to help engage  

 those individuals

• IMPORTANT: Warn students that they should be prepared for the unexpected, such  

 as someone sharing something very personal, a potential safety issue, and/or   

 information that may indicate a possible law violation. 

 Help students consider the importance of confidentiality and any school-

 requirements for reporting any safety or law-violations that would need to be 

 reported by students should these topics come up while listening

• After the students have the conversation, they should rate themselves to 

 determine how well they “ACTIVELY LISTENED,” possible areas for improvement,  

 and reflect on the overall experience of “JUST LISTENING” with greater focus 

 and attention
 
 

- WINSTON CHURCHILL

COURAGE IS WHAT IT TAKES TO 
STAND UP AND SPEAK; COUR-
AGE IS ALSO WHAT IT TAKES TO 
SIT DOWN AND LISTEN.
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TOP TIPS FOR BEING A LISTENING PRO 
 
Listening makes those we interact with feel worthy, appreciated, interesting, and 
relevant. “ACTIVE LISTENING” is really an extension of the “GOLDEN RULE:” To 
know how to “LISTEN” to someone else, think about how YOU would want to be 
“LISTENED” to. 
 
DO THIS AVOID THIS 
Face the speaker Don’t constantly look away from the speaker 

Maintain eye contact Don’t over stare at the speaker – be relaxed 
Be attentive and present, nod your head to 
show you’re listening 

Don’t look at distractions (smart phone, TV, 
other people, etc.) 

Mentally screen out distractions Don’t pay attention to other things going on 
around you 

Keep an open mind Don’t judge or mentally criticize  
Listen to words and try and picture what the 
speaker is saying 

Don’t interrupt and impose immediate 
solutions 

Wait for the speaker to pause before asking 
clarifying questions 

Don’t interrupt and finish sentences for the 
speaker 

Ask open and closed-ended questions to ensure 
your understanding 
- Open-ended questions help get someone to 

open up and can start with: “Why,” “How 
come,” “Can you offer examples,” etc. 

- Closed-ended questions look for factual or 
“short” answers and can start with: “When,” 
“Do you agree,” “Did you tell them…”, etc. 

Don’t ask questions that take the 
conversation too far in another direction or 
topic 

Pay attention to the emotion (sad, 
disappointed, mad, scared, excited, etc.) and 
facts in their messages (when it happened, 
what they heard, how they reacted, etc.) 

Try not to get lost in your own emotions or 
versions of events 

Try to empathize or feel what the speaker is 
feeling Don’t jump to conclusions or judge 

Paraphrase or give feedback to show 
understanding: 
“So if I understand what you’re saying, you…” 

Don’t impose your solutions or judgment 
verbally unless the speakers asks for your 
opinion 

Even if the speaker is launching a complaint 
against you, wait until they finish to defend 
yourself 

Don’t interrupt the speaker to argue a point. 
It will only escalate the argument. 

Pay attention to body language Make sure their words match with what 
their body is saying 

Practice curiosity 
Ask questions that show curiosity about 
what is communicated. Your curiosity will 
help the talker communicate  

Practice respect 
Use statements like “I hear what you are 
saying” to help the talker know that you 
respect what they are communicating 
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 TAKE IT FORWARD – SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY     

As a class or in small groups consider one or both of these options to bring more listening and 

understanding to your campus:

Option 1: LISTEN CAFÉ

 • Plan and conduct a drop-in “LISTEN CAFÉ” event that teaches students and faculty about  

  listening and allows students to share in conversations either in pairs or trios. Be sure to   

  gather attendees’ feedback about the value of the event and their likes and suggestions 

  for future such events

 • After the first event, review the feedback from attendees and discuss your own impressions  

  of how the event went and ideas for future events, if you were to continue to lead them

 • Make a presentation to fellow students, teachers and/or administrators that summarizes the  

  event, its goals, and the feedback shared

 • If successful, incorporate suggestions and continue to host “LISTEN CAFÉ’S” once a month  

  with different guest speakers and topics, always ending with a “conversation period”

Option 2: FREE LISTEN HOUR

 • Host an open, “FREE LISTEN HOUR” event once a month

 • Place two chairs with an active listener sitting in one with a sign that says “FREE 

  LISTENING.” Invite those passing by to sit and talk while an active listener (student from  

  group) “JUST LISTENS.” IMPORTANT: Assure those who choose to share, that their 

  information will be kept confidential unless, lawfully, the “Listener” must report, which would  

  be necessary for any safety or law-violation concerns

 • Before conducting a “FREE LISTENING” event, review the requirements for reporting any  

  safety or law-violations that would need to be reported by students should these topics come  

  up while listening

 • Solicit feedback from those who participate, both as “LISTENERS” and those who chose to  

  take advantage of the “FREE LISTEN HOUR”

 • Make a presentation to fellow students, teachers and/or administrators that summarizes the  

  event, its goals, and the feedback shared

 • If successful, consider offering a “FREE LISTENING” event on a regular day and time each  

  week or month and incorporate any changes indicated from the feedback you continue to  

  gather on the service



 PERSONAL REFLECTION WRITING ASSIGNMENT –      
 SUPPLEMENTAL ACTION          

Select one of the following questions to write about for the amount of time assigned. Consider 

the discussions and activities you have completed on this topic. In addition, feel free to draw from 

personal experiences and observations, other reliable data points or information, and your own 

opinions.

 • How is being a good listener important to your well-being and relationships with others?

 • Who do you know that is a good listener? What do they do that makes you feel heard, 

  respected, and listened to? 

 • How can “JUST LISTENING” make a difference to those you focus on listening to?

 • Is “Active Listening” an important leadership skill? Why do you think that?

 • What type of activities or strategies have you learned and started using more to increase  

  your effectiveness as an “Active Listener”?

 • How can you encourage others be good listeners?

 • During difficult conversations, how can you remind yourself to “JUST LISTEN”? How will you  

  practice this in your daily actions and choices?

 • How will you commit to “JUST LISTEN” more than you have in the past?

 • How would our class, school, families and/or communities change if more people took the  

  time to “JUST LISTEN” to one another? How would the world change if people took the time  

  and focused on “JUST LISTENING” to each other?
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